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Abstract—A good English speaking training system can provide an aid to the learning of English. This paper briefly introduced the English speaking training system and described the speaking training scoring and pronunciation resonance peak display modules in the system. The speaking training scoring module scored pronunciation with the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). The pronunciation resonance peak display module extracted the resonance peak with Fourier transform and visualized it. Finally, the speaking scoring module, the pronunciation resonance peak display module, and the effect of the whole system in improving students’ speaking pronunciation was tested. The results showed that the LSTM-based speaking scoring algorithm had highest scoring accuracy than pattern matching and the recurrent neural network (RNN) algorithm, and its accuracy was 95.21\% when scoring the LibriSpeech dataset and 90.12\% when scoring the local English dataset. The pronunciation resonance peak display module displayed the change of mouth shape before and after training, and the pronunciation after training was closer to the standard pronunciation. The P value in the comparison of the speaking level before and after training with the system was 0.001, i.e., the difference was significant, which indicated that the students’ English speaking proficiency significantly improved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to ensure that information is communicated as accurately as possible during national exchanges, a common language is needed. English is one of the common languages for international communication [1]. Educational institutions are also paying more and more attention to English teaching, especially spoken English. The biggest role of spoken English is to communicate, and it is difficult to communicate fluently just by reading and writing. The pronunciation quality of oral English will directly affect communication efficiency [2]. In the traditional English teaching mode, classroom teaching is the main focus, and students often learn what the teacher teaches them. The lack of time for oral training in the classroom and the teacher’s irregular pronunciation will affect the learning effect of students’ oral language [3]. Information technology is gradually integrated into the traditional teaching mode and changes the teacher-oriented structure of the traditional teaching mode. When using information technology to assist oral English training, teachers can still teach relevant speaking knowledge in the classroom, and students can train their speaking independently through the independent oral English learning system under information technology before or after class [4]. The oral English training system can provide the standard pronunciation of English, collect students’ pronunciation, evaluate the pronunciation through the scoring module in the system, and help students adjust their pronunciation [5]. The oral English scoring module is the core of the oral training system; the higher the scoring accuracy, the higher the reference value for the oral training. This paper studied the speaking English training system that adopted the speech recognition technology in order to enhance the students’ speaking English level. The LSTM was used to score the students’ pronunciation in the speaking scoring module of the speaking training system. The resonance display module used the Fourier transform to extract and visualize the resonance peaks during pronunciation to assist in pronunciation training. The two modules of the speaking training system were tested. The effectiveness of the speaking training system in improving students’ speaking skills was tested. The final results showed that the LSTM had higher scoring accuracy than the pattern matching and RNN algorithm, the pronunciation resonance peak display module effectively visualized the resonance peaks of the spoken pronunciation, and the students who used the speaking training system for learning had significantly improved English speaking skills. The research on the English speaking training system and the experimental results of this paper provide an effective reference for improving students’ English speaking skills. The limitations of this paper are that only the scoring module and pronunciation visualization module were tested and there were few test subjects in the test of the performance of the speaking training system. The future research direction is to conduct in-depth research on the scoring module and pronunciation visualization module of the training system and to increase the scale of test subjects.

This paper is organized in the order of abstract, introduction, and literature review, introduction of English speaking training system, simulation experiments, discussion, conclusion, and references.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Hsieh et al. [6] used a technology acceptance model to investigate the effect of Line on speaking training in a non-native English teaching environment and found that Line had a more positive effect on English speaking instruction than traditional classroom instruction. Reitz et al. [7] embedded the English learning process into a generic 3D cooperative virtual
reality (VR) game and found through example analysis that the designed VR game effectively trained students’ English communication skills. Cao et al. [8] proposed a lip movement judgment algorithm based on ultrasonic detection to aid spoken English pronunciation. They performed experiments and found that the system had a speech accuracy of 85%, i.e., it could improve the English speaking trainers to a certain extent.

III. ENGLISH SPEAKING TRAINING EVALUATION SYSTEM

A. The Basic Structure of English Speaking Training System

The basic architecture of the English speaking training system is shown in Fig. 1. The speech acquisition and playback module [9] is equivalent to the ear and mouth of the training system. The acquisition module is responsible for acquiring the audio signal of the spoken language, and the collected audio will be stored in the buffer for later processing. The playback module plays the stored English standard pronunciation to provide a reference for the students [10].

The main function of the pronunciation resonance peak image display module is to graphically display the standard spoken audio and the student’s spoken audio so that students can clearly see the difference between their pronunciation and the standard pronunciation to adjust their pronunciation [11].

The main function of the spoken pronunciation scoring module is to score the pronunciation of the spoken audio signals collected by the audio acquisition module, i.e., to rate the standard level of students’ spoken English pronunciation and to make a quantitative analysis of the students’ speaking training level. The scores can be used as a feedback incentive for the students’ speaking training [12].

B. Speech Recognition-based Spoken Pronunciation Scoring Module

For the whole English speaking training system, the speaking pronunciation scoring module is the core, and its main function is to quantify the students’ speaking pronunciation level to give a feedback incentive to the students’ speaking training [13]. First, the spoken speech signal is collected using the speech acquisition module; then, features are extracted from the speech signal after preprocessing; finally, the speech is scored according to the features [14]. This paper used LSTM to score the speech collected by the speech acquisition module, and the basic flow is shown in Fig. 2.

The flow of spoken pronunciation scoring based on LSTM speech recognition is shown in Fig. 2.

1) The speech signal is collected.

2) Pre-processing such as filtering, windowing, and framing [15] is performed.

3) Features are extracted from the pre-processed pronunciation signal using the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient [16] to extract audio features.

4) The Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient features of every audio frame are input into the LSTM in order for forward calculation [17]:

   \[ i_t = g(\omega_i \cdot [h_{t-1}, x_t] + b_i) \]
   \[ \tilde{C}_t = \tanh(\omega_C \cdot [h_{t-1}, x_t] + b_C) \]
   \[ C_t = \omega_C \cdot \tilde{C}_t + i_t \cdot \tilde{C}_t \]
   \[ f_t = g(\omega_f \cdot [h_{t-1}, x_t] + b_f) \]
   \[ o_t = g(\omega_o \cdot [h_{t-1}, x_t] + b_o) \]
   \[ h_t = o_t \cdot \tanh(C_t) \]

   (1)

where \( x_t \) represents the current input of the cell, \( h_{t-1} \) is the last hidden state, \( C_{t-1} \) is the last cell state, \( i_t \) is the weight that determines the new information to be remembered, \( \tilde{C}_t \) is the cell state of the new information added [18], \( C_t \) refers to the current cell state after the new information is added, \( \omega_i \) and \( \omega_o \) are weights, \( b_i \) and \( b_C \) are biases [19]. \( f_t \) is the weight of the information not to be forgotten in \( C_{t-1} \), \( \omega_f \) is the weight, \( b_f \) is the bias, \( o_t \) represents the weight that determines the final output information amount, and \( h_t \) refers to the final output or the next hidden state [20].

5) Whether the training of the algorithm reaches the termination condition is determined. If the termination condition is reached, the training is finished, and the parameters of the LSTM are fixed [21]. When applied to the actual pronunciation scoring, the extracted features of pronunciation are input into the LSTM in order to get the scoring results. If the termination condition is not reached, the parameters in the LSTM are adjusted reversely using the stochastic gradient descent method [22]. The termination conditions include: (1) the number of algorithm iterations reaches a preset number; (2) the error between the forward calculation result and the expected result converges to the preset threshold.
C. Pronunciation Resonance Peak Image Display Module

The pronunciation scoring module in the speaking training system quantifies students’ pronunciation level, but this quantification only converts the level of pronunciation into a number, which does not reflect the students’ pronunciation process visually [23]. The scoring module can only give a final target, and it is difficult to guide students to correct their pronunciation directly. Therefore, there is a need for a module that can visually assist in pronunciation correction. The pronunciation resonance peak image display module is a module that can visually display the pronunciation process of students.

The human vocal tract and the oral cavity together form a resonance cavity. After the sound wave signal of the vocal cord vibration is filtered by the resonance cavity, the energy will be redistributed in different frequencies. When the mouth shape changes, the resonance cavity will also change; thus, playing a different filtering effect to change the pronunciation. The connection between the mouth shape and the resonance peaks makes it possible to guide the mouth shape and correct the pronunciation based on the changes in the resonance peaks. The workflow of the resonance peak image display module in the speaking training system is shown in Fig. 3.

1) The speech signal is input and pre-processed by filtering, windowing, and framing [24].
2) The spectrum of a single-frame speech signal is obtained by using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
3) The maximum resonance peak of a single-frame speech signal is calculated.
4) An image is drawn to reflect the change in students’ pronunciation. Time is the horizontal coordinate axis, and the smallest unit of the horizontal coordinate axis is a frame. Frequency is the vertical coordinate axis. The line graphs are plotted in the coordinate chart in the chronological order of the speech signals and the frequency of the maximum resonance peak of every speech signal frame. The difference between students’ pronunciation and standard pronunciation can be seen visually when the line graphs of students’ pronunciation and standard pronunciation are placed in the same coordinate plane [25].

The combination of pronunciation scores and resonance peak comparison charts can guide students to correct their pronunciation.

IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Data

The LibriSpeech dataset (openslr.org/12/) was used for simulation experiments, which includes 1000 h of audio data. It is a dataset of audiobooks, including texts and speeches. The sampling rate of the audio data in this dataset was 16 kHz.

After subdivision and collation, every audio in the dataset was about 10 s long.

In addition to the above English speech dataset collected from the public dataset, this paper also collected English spoken pronunciation from students to construct a local English speech dataset in order to verify the actual effect of the speaking training system on students’ speaking scores. Fifty students, including 25 males and 25 females, participated in the English pronunciation collection. Every student read aloud 15 randomly selected non-repeated sentences from the common oral English sentence database. The read-aloud speech was captured in a recording room using recording software with a sampling rate of 16 kHz. The sentences included:

1) How do you feel?
2) What’s the weather like?
3) See you tomorrow.

B. Experimental Projects

1) Scoring module test of the speaking training system: In order to test the scoring performance of the proposed LSTM speech recognition-based speaking training system, the scoring performance of the pattern matching-based and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) speech recognition-based speaking training system was tested in addition to the accuracy detection experiment.

The scoring algorithm of the pattern matching-based speaking training system used a dynamic time regularization algorithm to calculate the minimum matching distance of extracted features between oral pronunciation and standard pronunciation. The score was calculated based on the minimum matching distance.

The relevant parameters of the speaking training scoring algorithm based on RNN speech recognition are as follows. Thirteen input nodes, 100 hidden nodes, a sigmoid function, and one output node were used. The stochastic gradient descent was used for backward learning. The learning rate was 0.1.

The relevant parameters of the speaking training scoring algorithm based on LSTM speech recognition are as follows. The number of nodes in the LSTM input layer was set as 13. The number of node cells in the hidden layer was set as 100, and there was an input gate, forgetting gate, and output gate in every node cell. The activation function for the node cells was the sigmoid function. The number of nodes in the output layer was set as 1, and the softmax function was used. The stochastic gradient descent method is used to reverse the parameters in the node cells of the hidden layer, the learning rate was set as 0.1, and the maximum number of iterations was set as 1000.

In the process of testing the scoring accuracy of the above three scoring algorithms, the scores calculated by the algorithms were compared with the standard scores. The mean value of manual scoring by 20 experts was used as the standard score. The scoring accuracy of the algorithms is calculated as follows:

\[ \text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{Number of correct scores}}{\text{Total number of scores}} \times 100\% \]
The pronunciation of an English student's pronunciation resonance peaks before and after training was analyzed. The pronunciation of the students' pronunciation was input into the module for output to the pronunciation resonance peak comparison graph.

The pronunciation of the local English speech dataset was input in the pronunciation resonance peak image display module of the speaking system. Then, the pronunciation of the students' pronunciation of the local English speech dataset before receiving training by the speaking training system and the pronunciation after receiving training by the system were input into the module to output the pronunciation resonance peak comparison graph.

3) Testing of the improvement of students' speaking levels after training by the speaking training system: One hundred students were randomly selected from the School of Foreign Languages of Hankou University and were divided into two groups: a control group and an experimental group. The control group used the traditional teaching method for English speaking training, while the experimental group used the speaking training system in addition to the traditional teaching method for speaking training. The students in both groups were taught to speak for two weeks, and their speaking levels were scored by 20 experts before and after the teaching, using a hundred-mark system.

C. Test Results

To verify the scoring accuracy of the LSTM speech recognition-based speaking training scoring algorithm, the LibriSpeech dataset and the local English speech dataset were used for scoring accuracy testing, and it was also compared with the two speaking training scoring algorithms based on pattern matching and RNN speech recognition. The test results are shown in Fig. 4. For the LibriSpeech dataset, the accuracy of the pattern matching-based scoring algorithm was 79.69%, the accuracy of the RNN speech recognition-based scoring algorithm was 89.65%, and the accuracy of the LSTM speech recognition-based scoring algorithm was 95.21%. The corresponding accuracy for the local English speech dataset was 72.34%, 81.33%, and 90.12%, respectively. It was seen from the comparison in Fig. 4 that the speaking training scoring algorithm based on LSTM speech recognition had the highest accuracy, followed by the speaking scoring algorithm based on RNN speech recognition, and the speaking training scoring algorithm based on pattern matching had the lowest accuracy when scoring the same speech dataset. In addition, the accuracy of the three speaking training scoring algorithms was higher when scoring the LibriSpeech dataset.

Due to the space limitation, only a resonance peak graph for comparing a student's pronunciation of an English sentence with the standard pronunciation is shown here, as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 shows the changes in the resonance peak of the students' pronunciation over time. Because of the connection between the resonance peak and the mouth shape, the graph also qualitatively reflected the changes in the student's mouth shape over time. The resonance peak line graph comparison demonstrated that the resonance peak of the student's pronunciation was larger than that of the standard pronunciation, indicating that the student's tongue position was low and the mouth was opened too wide during pronunciation. Therefore, students should raise the tongue position and reduce the mouth size. After the training, the resonance peak broken line of the student's pronunciation almost coincided with that of the standard pronunciation, indicating that the mouth shape training was effective.

In order to verify the effect of the LSTM speech recognition-based speaking training system in improving pronunciation, 100 students were randomly selected from the Foreign Language Institute of Hankou University and then divided into two groups. The control group was taught traditional speaking, and the experimental group was trained with the speaking training system in addition to traditional speaking teaching. The speaking level of students in both groups was scored by 20 experts before and after receiving the teaching, and the results are shown in Table I.
TABLE I. MEAN SCORES OF PRONUNCIATION IN THE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS BEFORE AND AFTER ORAL INSTRUCTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control group</th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-teaching</td>
<td>75.1 ± 5.2</td>
<td>75.3 ± 6.1</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After teaching</td>
<td>78.6 ± 5.7</td>
<td>92.1 ± 1.5</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was seen from Table I that there was no significant difference between the speaking level of the control group and the experimental group before conducting the speaking instruction. After the teaching, there was a significant difference between the speaking level of the control and experimental groups, and the speaking level of the experimental group was significantly higher than that of the control group.

It was found from the comparison of the average speaking score of the same group before and after the teaching that the P value of the difference between the average speaking score of the control group before and after the teaching was 0.144, which was greater than 0.05, i.e., the speaking level of the control group was not significantly improved after the teaching; the P value of the difference between the average speaking score of the experimental group before and after the teaching was 0.001, which was less than 0.05, i.e., the speaking level of the experimental group was significantly improved after the teaching.

V. DISCUSSION

Students need to pronounce English successfully in addition to being able to read and write English correctly in the process of learning English. As English is a language for communication, the level of spoken English is somehow more important than the level of English reading and writing. However, in the process of learning spoken English, a standard pronunciation is needed as a reference. In the traditional teaching of spoken English, the teacher usually pronounces the words, the students follow the teacher’s pronunciation, and the teacher corrects the students’ pronunciation. In this teaching mode, the students’ speaking training effect depends on the teacher’s speaking level, and it is impossible for the teacher to teach one-on-one.

With the development of speech recognition technology, it has been gradually applied to various fields, including English speaking training. The English speaking training system built with speech recognition technology can evaluate students’ pronunciation by the scoring module and visualize their pronunciation characteristics by the pronunciation resonance peak display module. With these two modules, students can evaluate their own speaking level according to the standard pronunciation given by the system and adjust their pronunciation according to the differences in pronunciation characteristics. The scoring module and pronunciation resonance peak display module were tested in the simulation experiment, and the effect of the speaking training system in improving the students’ English speaking level has been studied above.

The results of the accuracy test of the scoring module showed that the accuracy when using the LSTM for pronunciation evaluation was higher than the pattern matching and the RNN algorithm. The reason is as follows. Although the dynamic time regularization method was used in the pattern matching-based speaking training scoring algorithm to reduce the difficulty of matching due to duration randomness, some information was lost in the process of stretching or compressing the audio, and the standard speech templates in the template library were relied on, so it had better scoring accuracy for the LibriSpeech dataset containing a larger amount of data. The RNN speech recognition-based speaking training scoring algorithm used the RNN to score speech. Compared with pattern matching, the RNN did not require standard templates for scoring but directly scored the pronunciation according to the pattern obtained during training, which was more efficient. Moreover, the activation function in the RNN effectively fit the nonlinear pattern between pronunciation features and scoring, so it was more accurate than pattern matching. Compared with the RNN speech recognition-based algorithm, the LSTM speech recognition-based speaking training scoring algorithm used an activation function that can effectively fit the nonlinear pattern, but the introduced forgetting gate unit avoided the gradient explosion when facing long data, so it had better accuracy when scoring long speech.

The test results of the pronunciation resonance peak display module showed that the module could visualize the resonance peaks of students’ spoken pronunciation. The resonance peaks of pronunciation before and after training were compared with those of standard pronunciation, and the results showed that the resonance peaks of pronunciation after training were closer to those of standard pronunciation. Taking the results presented in Fig. 5 as an example, the resonance peaks of the students’ pronunciation before training were larger than those of the standard pronunciation, indicating that the tongue position was low and the mouth opened too wide during the pronunciation process. Thus, the tongue position needed to be raised, and the mouth shape should be smaller during the training process. The resonance peaks after training also showed the effectiveness of adjusting the pronunciation.

The results of testing the effectiveness of the speaking training system showed that the experimental group that applied the speaking training system had a significant improvement in their pronunciation after teaching compared to the control group that adopted the traditional teaching mode. The reason is as follows. In the traditional teaching mode, students adjusted their own pronunciation according to the teacher’s pronunciation; the pronunciation of the whole class would be affected if the teacher’s pronunciation was wrong. Moreover, different students had different pronunciation habits, so it was difficult for the teacher to provide targeted tutoring to students on a one-to-one basis, and the common tutoring would make some students have difficulty in keeping up with the learning pace. When using the speaking training system, the students adjusted their pronunciation independently with the standard pronunciation as the target based on the scoring module and pronunciation visualization module, which was considered targeted training.
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VI. CONCLUSION

This paper briefly introduced the English speaking training system and described the scoring algorithm in the speaking training scoring module of the system and the pronunciation resonance peak display module in the system. The pronunciation scoring module and the pronunciation resonance peak display module in the speaking training system were tested. In addition, the speaking level of the students that were trained traditionally and trained by the speaking training system was compared before and after the teaching. The results are as follows. (1) When scoring the same speech dataset, the LSTM-based scoring algorithm was the most accurate, the RNN-based scoring algorithm was the second most accurate, and the pattern matching-based scoring algorithm was the lowest. (2) The three algorithms achieved higher accuracy when scoring the LibriSpeech dataset. (3) The pronunciation resonance peak display module effectively displayed the line graph of the resonance peak of the student’s pronunciation over time and visually reflected the difference of the resonance peak between students’ pronunciation and standard pronunciation. (4) The difference in the speaking level between the control group and the experimental group before receiving instruction was not significant; the speaking level of the control group improved insignificantly after receiving traditional speaking instruction, and the speaking level of the experimental group improved significantly and was significantly higher than that of the control group after being trained by the speaking training system.
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